
Assessment Model 3rd Grade ELA Assessment 

Read the following paragraph carefully. Then answer the items that follow. 

(1)Our river, the Tennessee river, is the most polluted river in the state. (2)The level of toxic 

chemicals in the water are high. (3)The water is not safe to drink. (4)The fish are suffering. (5)A lot more 

fish live in the river five years ago. (6)Not only are there chemicals in the river; but more citizens use the 

river as a dump than ever before. (7)It makes me angry. (8)We must do something now to save the river.   

[Reading level: Flesch-Kincaid 4.1] 

1. What is the correct capitalization in sentence 1? 
A  Our river, the Tennessee river, is the most polluted River in the state. 
B  Our river, the Tennessee River, is the most polluted river in the State.  
C  Our river, the Tennessee River, is the most polluted river in the state. 
D  Correct as is.  
 
2. What is the best way to revise sentence 2? 
A  The level of toxic chemicals in the water were high. 
B  The levels of toxic chemicals in the water is high. 
C  The level of toxic chemicals in the water is high. 
D  Correct as is. 
 
3. What is the best way to combine sentences 3 and 4? 
A  The water is not safe to drink, the fish are suffering.  
B  The water is not safe to drink, and the fish are suffering. 
C  The water is not safe to drink, but the fish are suffering. 
D  The water is not safe to drink, because the fish are suffering. 
 
4. Which is the correct form of the verb in sentence 5?  
A  had lived        B  has lived         C  are living       D  lived 
 
5. What change should be made in sentence 6? 
A  Change the semicolon to a comma.  
B  Change the semicolon to a period and capitalize but 
C  Change there to their 
D  Correct as is 
 
6. What types of sentences does this paragraph include? 
A  declarative and interrogative            B  declarative and imperative 
C  imperative and interrogative            D  imperative and exclamatory 
 
7. What information should be added to sentence 7? 
A  how the writer knows that he is sad 
B  how long the writer has been sad 
C  what makes the writer sad 
D  what the writer does when he is sad 

 



VPG Standards 3rd Grade 

Language  

Standard 2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
a. Capitalize appropriate words in titles. 
 
Standard 3: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when 
writing or speaking. 
e. Form and use simple (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk) verb tenses.  
f. Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.  
h. use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.  
i. produce simple, compound, and complex sentences.  
 
 

Writing 
Standard 1: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information.  
a. Introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an opinion, and create an organizational  
    structure that lists reasons. 
b. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details. 
c. Use linking words and phrases to connect opinion and reasons. Link opinions and reasons using words,   
    phrases (e.g., for instance, in order to, in addition).  
d. Provide a concluding statement or section. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Key to 3rd grade ELA Assessment 

Item VPG Page # Intended standard match Match Answer 

1 44 L 2a: capitalize wds in titles No*: It does match 
2nd grade except for 
DOK/task 

C 

2 42 L 3f: ensure S-V agreement Yes * C 

3 42 L 3h:Coord/sub conj 
L 3 i: simple/comp/cx sent 

Yes*:  i- revision, 
not actual writing 

B 

4 42 L 3e: Form&use simple vb tenses Yes* D 

5 42 L 3h:Coord/sub conj 
L 3 i: simple/comp/cx sent 
Distractor c is not addressed on the 
standards list 

No* A 

6 42 L 3i: simple/comp/cx sent No* B 

7 29 Wr 1: support opinion w/reasons No* C 

 The standards all include an expectation that students will write, thus showing they can 

construct text using correct standard language. The Language standards are DOK - 2. The items 

are level 1.  The writing standard is a DOK - 4. 


